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The design and characterisation of synthetic peptide modules having well-defined secondary 
structure motifs play an important role in further assembly of these modules leading to tertiary 
structures. The designed peptides mimic structural features found in proteins. NMR spectros- 
copy is often the method of choice in such conformational analysis. NMR parameters have 
diagnostic features which can distinguish among vanous secondary structures. Information on 
tertiary interactions can also be obtained by long-range NOE interactions. These NMR parame- 
ters provide constraints to refine sti-uctures by molecular dynamics sirnulations. 

This work describes the design and characterisation of supersecondary structure motifs in 
peptides ranging from 8-25 residues, using NMR techniques. Specific features such as helix 
unfolding, P-turn interconversions, use of diagnostic sidechain-backbone NOES in determining 
the a-a~ninoisobutyric acid (Aib) residue conformation are discussed. 

Designing a P-haispin remained a challenge till recently'-3 though they formed one of the sim- 
plest supersecondary structures. An octapeptide B O C - ~ e u - ~ a l - ~ a l - ~ ~ r o - ~ l ~ - ~ e u - ~ a l - ~ a l -  
OMe was successfully designed and characterised by NMR to form a phairpin. The D ~ r o - ~ l y  
segment nucleated the crucial type IT' ,B-turn, while the choice of Leu and Val facilitated the 
extended strand conformations. NMR studies in CDC13 and C6Ds solvent clearly established a 
P-hairpin structure, while in DMSO two conformations corresponding to the cis and trans 
geometry about the X-Pro bond, were established, of which trans conformation was shown to 
be a P-hairpin. Molecular dynamics simulations, using NMR-derived constraints, led to a fam- 
ily of closely related hairpin conformations (Fig. 1). The studies were compased with an analog 
peptide containing L p r o - ~ l y  segment. Further design and characterisation was extended to a 
four-stranded 25-residue peptide having three Dpro-~ ly  segments. 

Helix-loop-helix (a, a) motif is another important supersecondary structure. A modular ap- 
proach known as a Mecano-set approach" is being developed in our laboratory that envisages 
stepwise assembly of conformationally rigid helices into cca motifs by means of intervening 
linker segment. Studies are calrried out on a series of 15/16 residue peptides made up of two 
helical hepta-peptide segments interlinked by an Acp (e-aminocaproic acid) residue. These 
heptapeptides contain a-arninoisobutyric acid (Aib) residue, which are well-known stabilizers 
of helices. The sol~lbility of these pepiides in relatively inert solvents like chloroform and 
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FIG. 1. Superposition of 20 structures collected f ~ o m  
restrained molecular dynamics run a n  peptide Boc-Leu- 
~ a l - ~ a l - D ~ r o - ~ l y - ~ e u - ~ a l - ~ a l - ~ ~ e .  

methanol permits folding processes to be studied in the ithscnce 01' a strong hyil~~opliohic driv- 
ing force. 

In all peptides, helical segments were clearly identified by ;I c 'ontin~~oi~s sfrctcIi of secpen- 
tial dNN NOEs. The observation of long-range NOEs which shoulcl in priticiplo ctstrlblish the 
compact antiparallel arrangement was restricted to the region arout~ci tho centtxl Acp hinge. 
This indicated a bent ai-rangernent of the helices, precluding small interhclical :~ni$es. The in- 
troduction of D ~ r o  residue into the linking segment along with Acp rcsiciue w;~, Si~rtIic~. consid- 
ered to stereochemically drive the structure in the peptidc Boc-Vii1-Ala-l,cii-Aib-Vitl-Ala-Leu- 
~ c p - D ~ r o - ~ e u - ~ i b - ~ a l - ~ l a - ~ e u - ~ i b - ~ a l - ~ ~ e .  NMR im~llysis resulted. ;IS in previous cases. 
interhelical NOEs, centered around the hinge region. A rnodcl h i l t  wing tht'sc iinlited NMR 
constraints suggested an orthogo~zal arrangement of the heliccs, consistcnl with tllc c.sperirnen- 
tal data (Fig. 2). 

Thc achiral, stereochemically constrained Aib residue has bee11 extcnsi t~ly used in the de- 
sign of peptides adapting well-defined conforinations.'+"tudies were curried out to understtmd 
the usefulness of sidechain-backbone NOE which can serve as a diagnostic tad to determine 
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the local conformation of an Aib residue in peptides. Though Aib has a pronounced energy 
in the helical region of 0, space, there are indeed other minima which are slightly 

higher in energy, corresponding to semi- and fully extended conformations, examples of which 
exist in the literature! Analysis of the dependence of intra- and inter-residue distances between 
backbone NH and Aib C'H~ protons suggests that dm(i, i + 1) [Aib c~H~++NH] NOEs may be 
useful diagnostics in determining the conformation of this residue. Further, the usefulness of 
these NOEs in detecting conformational averaging which are important in solution studies is 
also demonstrated using model peptides examples. 

Helix unfolding in an acyclic octapeptide, a coilformational transition induced by changes 
in solvent composition was studied using NMR spectroscopy. Incorporation of nonprotein 
amino acids, in particular a, a-dialkylated residues, may be used to impart confonnational 
rigidity to polypeptide backbone? One such particular residue is the l-aminocyclooctane-l- 
carboxylic acid (Ac~c) which resembles Aib in the conformational characteristics imparting 
helical conformations in ~ l i ~ o ~ r ~ t i d e s . ~  Incorporation of this residue at position 2 and 7 in an 
octapeptide Boc-leu-A~~~-Val-Gly-G1y-Leu-Ac~c-Val-OMe constrains the local residue con- 

FIG. 2. Restrained energy nlin~rnized model of a 16-residue peptlde. 
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formation to the right or left-handed helical region of 4, vspace. The central Gly-Gly segment 
was chosen to provide an element of structural flexibility. The juxtaposition of residues with 
contrasting stereochemical properties permits the setting up of a model situation where a con- 
formational transition is realized by modulating solvent conditions. The NMR studies establish 
a conversion from a 310-helical conformation in a poorly hydrogen-bonding solvent CDC13 lo 
a multiple turn conformation in a strongly hydrogen-bondillg solvent DMSO. Studies in 
CDC13/DMS0 mixtures show clear evidence for a solvent-dependent conformational transi- 
tion. h i d e  NH chemical shift and temperature coefficients determined over a range of solvellt 
composition allows a detailed structural analysis of the unfolding process. The present example 
suggests that the use of conformationally constrained and flexible residues in conjunction 
can lead to the design of peptide systems that are finely poised to undergo conformational 
transitions. 

Peptide models for P-turns have attracted current interest in view of their importance in un- 
derstanding fundamental features of peptide conf~rmat ion . '~ '~  Studies on conformational in- 
terconversions in peptide pturns were cmied out. It is established that the introduction of a 
chiral center adjacent to a p-turn composed of two achiral residues (Aib-Cly) in the peptide 
Boc-Aib-Gly-Leu-OMe permits spectroscopic detection of conformational interconversion 
between enantiomeric turn struclures. These interconversions are characterisecl by low barriers 
as evidenced by dynamic averaging at moderate temperatures. The achiral Aib-Gly segment 
favours either type Id11 or the enantiomeric type I'/1IIr conformations. These mirror inlage P- 
turn conformations are isoenergetic in achiral sequences. The induction of a chiral residue, L- 
Leu, at position 3 makes the two types of conformations diastereo~neric and thus e~~ergetically 
non-equivalent and provides a handle of spectroscopic distinction. Since the chiral centre is 
placed outside the central positions of the p-turn, it may be expected that both conformational 
types may be present in appreciable populations. In crystals, two conformational diastereomers 
are characterised in the asymmetric unit. The presence of diastereorneric conformations in 
equal proportions in the solid state is also confirmed by solid-state NMR studies. In solu- 
tion, evidence for conformational interconversion is presented using variable temperature 'H- 
NMR. 

I, 

The studies thus described illustrate the usefulness of NMR spectroscopy i n  various aspects 
of confornational analysis, such as characterisation of supersecondary structu~-e nwtifs in de- 
signed peptides, probing conforrnational dynamics and in establishing local conliwnations at 
nonprotein amino acid residues in synthetic peptides. The conf~~rr-national char~tcterisation of 
de novo-designed peptides is an essential element in further developing strategies for the use of 
specific nonstandard amino acids in synthetic protein design. 
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The International Convention on Biological Diversity commits all parties, including India, to 
inventory, monitor and conserve their biodiversity resources. This is an enormous task, even 
for a part of the country such as the Western Ghats - a hill chain running parallel to the west 
coast for over 1600 km, considered as one of the world's biodiversity 'hot-spots' (lat. 8"- 
21°N, long. 73"-77"E). Remote sensing has tremendous potential for this purpose, as it can 
prov~de information about the stl-ucture and possibly composition of vegetation over large ar- 
eas at a glance. 

However, given India's heterogeneous and species-nch landscapes, direct mapping of 
stands of individual plants is not possible. Remote sensing can instead be used to map the dis- 
tribution of ecosystem types, or landscape element types (LSE types). These maps can then be 
correlated with species distributions within LSE types, to derive information about diversity at 
the species level of the Western Ghats. It is however necessay to assess the extent to which a 
purely remote-sensing-based classification of LSE types can provide information about species 
distributions. This work investigates this approach, using the Indian Remote Sensing Satellite 
(IRS) 1B imagery. 

2. Methods and results 

1 approach this problem through investigations at three different spatial scales. First, distribu- 
tion parameters (mean, standard deviation, skew and kurtosis) of the Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index, which is believed to be correlated with vegetation biomass and vigour, we 
used to map the Western Ghats and the west coast of India, an area of 170,000 sq. km, at a 
broad (1 : 1 06) scale into different types of landscapes.' 
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An unsupervised classification is carried out, followed by the merger of smaller patches 
with the most prevalent landscape type in the vicinity, to assign thc region to a remaining 205 
patches belonging to 11 types of landscapes. The distribution of these I 1 types is then corn- 
pared with topography, rainfall, temperature, population, agriculture and vegetation data for 
intevretation. It is suggested that a sample landscapc be nlilppcd and species distributions 
st~tdied in each of these patches. Such data can then be extrapolated to obtain information 
about species diversity in the Western Ghats. 

At the second spatial scale, detailed landscape mapping at a scalc of 1 :25,000 is cal-rid out 
in 12 landscapes distributed across the Ghats, 10-50 sq. km in area, using supervised classifi- 
cation, with initial field input, and unsupervised classification, without s~lch input.' These 12 
landscapes belong to five of the 11 landscape types which were mapped across the Ghats. A 
total of 24 LSE types are encountered in these 12 landscapes. 

The accuracy of unsupervised classification is found to be much lower than that of super- 
vised classification. Landscape and LSE-type characteristics like landscape diversity, patch 
size, patch shape and distance to the nearest neighbour of the same type, calculated using the 
supervised classification differ significantly from those calculated using unsupervised classifi- 
cation. Unsupervised classification at this scale, therefore, does not provide accurate informa- 
tion, either for landscape mapping or for deriving information about landscape characteristics. 

However, within-landscape type variation in landscape characteristics is less than between 
type variation, for all landscape characteristics considered. This indicates that the NDVI-based 
unsupervised classification carried out at a broader scale is useful in differentiating landscapes 
of different types, with different landscape characteristics. 

The 24 LSE types encountered in these 12 landscapes are clustered based on their patch 
areas, shape and nearest neighbour distance, to understand the relationship between them. No 
distinct grouping of LSE types can be discerned, psobaLAy because inter-landscape variation in 
LSE-type characteristics is very high. This suggests that the influence of the landscape in de- 
termining patch characteristics is more than that of the LSE-type. 

At the third spatial scale, a 30 sq. km landscape in the Chats (lat. 14°16'-14019'N, long. 
74O52'-74'54' E) is mapped into seven LSE types, by supervised as well ns unsupcrviscd clas- 
sification.' In this, all Angiosperms (excluding grasses) distributed in thcsc seven LSE types 
are surveyed in the field using 246 quadrats of 10 x I0 m, in ordcr tct asscss ~vhether. thcse 
types could be distinguished on the basis of their species composition. 

LSE types as identified in the field and using supervised classification do h n r l ~ o ~ ~ r  signifi- 
cantly distinctive sets of flowering plants, whereas unsuperviscd classification docs not permit 
classification of LSE types with a high enough degree of accuracy to achievc this. LSE types 
coupled to satellite imagery are therefore a useful device for organizing a program of assessing 
and monitoring species diversity. 

An important component of monitoring is to assess the efficacy of conservetion efforts. A 
methodology is suggested for this purpose and applied to this landscape. First, based on inter- 
views with local informants, a Landscape Transformation Matrix is prep~~red, describing the 
projected probabilities of transformation over the next five years. LSE types arc then assigned 
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conservation values as the sum of values (evergreenness, endemicity to the Ghats, medicinal 
nature or being a wild relative of cultivated plants) of the species which they harbour. 

Finally, for each transformation from one LSE type to another, the desirability of transfor- 
mation is calculated as the product of the likelihood of its occurrence and the gaidoss in value 
which will result. These desirabilities of transformation could serve as useful inputs to include 
biodiversity considerations into developmental planning at the local level. 

The methodology proposed in this work, of broad-scale landscape mapping coupled with point 
sampling of LSE type and species distribution, is therefore a useful one for assessing and 
monitoring species diversity in the Western Ghats. This is possibly the first exercise in which 
methodology for an exercise of biodiversity assessment at different spatial scales has been 
formulated and tested, using a combination of satellite imagery and ground-based species sam- 
pling, and linkages between information at these various scales established. 

Based on these results, a proposal for biodiversity assessment, monitoring and conservation 
in the Western Ghats of India is suggested. There are of course questions which still need to be 
answered, in order to repeat this exercise at a larger, Ghats-wide scale. These are also dis- 
cussed. 
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Division of labor is fundamental to colony organization in social insects and the central prob- 
lem of division of labor revolves around flexibility. Small insect societies like those of the 
primitively eusocial wasp Ropalidia marginata are subject to a high degree of stochastic 
environmental fluctuations. The adults of these wasps lacking morphological caste differen- 
tiation exhibit considerable flexibility in their social roles and therefore these societies are es- 
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The relation of age with division of labor was therefore assessed in H. trtir,-,sirrlrtll.  The per- 
folmance of four functionally significant tasks was analyzed. It was found that age has 3 defi- 
nite correlation with division of labor since wasps performed t~lsks in 3 distinct sequence in 
their life with successive tasks being initiated at significantly older ages. Agc of a wasp was 
measured in absolute terns and also relative to other individuals in the colony (agc rank), 
Probability of performance of a given task relative to other tasks (PTP) and absolute rates at 

which tasks were performed per unit time (FTP) both showed clear age-depcndcnt patterns, 
confirming the association of age with division of labor. Variance explained for both PTP and 
mP was significantly higher with relative age than with absolute iigc suggesting the for la  
rather than the latter is more important in determining the task of uri individual. Iilter- 
individual interactions were found to be a potential mechanism through which wasps call de- 
termine their relative age. 

The ability of inter-individual interactions to regulate agc pol yelhism in socid inscc ts was fur- 
ther evaluated by developing a computer simulation model o f  division of' lahor. The verbal 
activator-inhibitor model of Huang and ~obinson'  was for~llnlizcd ;md el;ihr~r~iteii. using em- 
pirically derived parameter values from the study described above. The agcs r ind proportions of 
individuals performing different tasks in colonies with various agc distributions and demand 
levels were computed. The model generated a clear age polycthism which was flesiblc enough 
to provide precocious foragers in colonies with only young individu;~ls and o\wagcd nurses in 
colonies consisting of only old individuals. The model also showed how workers can respond 
to changing demand levels by appropriately adjusting thc ngcs and proportions of individuals 
engaged in various tasks. These results inspire confidence in the idea that itcfaptiwe age demog- 
raphy can efficiently regulate division of labor. 

The roles of absolute and relative age in division of' labor was Siirthcr disccrncd by using 
colonies of R. marginata consisting of only young individuals (cohort colonies). Thc cohort 
colonies had precocious foragers which exhibited a significantly higher ItTP and I;TP for es- 
tranidal tasks compared to individuals of similar age in normal colonies. This shows that be- 
havioural development can be faster in the absence of older individuals m d  that wasps can 
work independent of their absolute age. In general, the divishm of labor n m n g  the wasps in 
the cohos colonies was similar to that seen among the complete set o f  individuals in normal 
colonies but significantly different from that seen among individuals o f  sirni1:ir age in 11ornli.d 
colonies. The results also showed that relative age may be more important in rcguloting PTP 
and absolute age in regulating FTP. A cohesive picture of work organization with two meas- 
ures each of task performance and age show how the constraint poscd by absolute age can be 
partially overcome by relative age. The results confirm the role of relative nge in the division 
of labor and also many of the predictions of the model described * b cl OVC. 
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This study perhaps represents the strongest demonstration so far of the relation of age with 
division of labor for any primitively eusocial species. The strong relation of age with division 
of labor seen in this species suggests that age polyethism can evolve even before workers have 
lost their reproductive options. The flexibility demonstrated by an age polyethism dependent 
on relative age shows that age can be a sufficiently flexible rule for division of labor. 
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The discovery of nanotubes on the negative electrode during the arc-evaporation of graphite 
rods has given an added impetus to the study of various fosms of carbon.* Multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWNT) are concentric graphitic cylinders closed at either end due to the presence 
of five-membered rings. Single-walled nanotubes (SWNT), consisting of only a single cylinder 
of graphite, have also been prepared.2. Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes several ways 
of preparing the nanotubes have been explored. Besides the conventional arc-evaporation tech- 
nique, decomposition of hydrocarbons under inert conditions over metal catalysts enables the 
formation of nanotubes." The presence of metal particles is essential for the formation of 
nanotubes by the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons and the diameter of the nanotubes appears to be 
determined by the size of the metal particles. Ever since the discovery of carbon nanotubes, 
there has been much interest in preparing nanotubes of other materials, in particular those of 
boron-nitrogen (B-N), boron-curbon-nitrogen (B-C-N) and boron-carbon (B-c).~. It was of 
interest to explore whether carbon nanotubes containing nitrogen (C-N nanotubes) could be 
prepared. In the present work, formation of carbon nanotubes by the pyrolysis of precursor 
molecules containing metal and carbon has been investigated in detail, to find new ways of 
making carbon nanotubes and also to establish the role of metal particles.8y Besides MWNT, 
aligned nanotube bundles, which are of vital technological importance, have been prepared 
from ferroccne pyrolysis.1" B-C-N, C-N and B-N nanotubes have been prepared by the pyroly- 
sis of appropriate precursor molecules over Co nanoparticles in an Ar atmosphere and the 
nanotubes so obtained were characterized by various spectroscopic  method^."^ l2 Good yields 
of SWNT have been obtained by the arc-discharge method as well as pyrolysis of Fe(C0)s 
with acetylene under dilute conditions. Carbon anion-like structures containing transition metal 
particles obtained by arc-discharge as well as precursor pyrolysis have been investigated by 
electron microscopy and magnetic measurements. Diamond-graphite hybrid stmctures, con- 
taining mixtures of sp3 and sp2 carbons have been studied by molecular mechanics and their 
band gaps estimated by extended Huckel theory (EHT).'~ Hydrogenation of small aromatic 
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hydrocarbons has been investigated at the semi-empirical AM lmHF level. because of its 
14 

vance to diamond-graphite transformation. Structures and images of derivatives of carbon 
nanotubes and novel fullerene- and tube-like structures with 5- and 7 - m t ~ ~ b e r e d  rings have 
also been studied by molecular mnechanics.ls 

MWNT were prepared by setting up an arc between graphite electrodes in an atmosphere of 
650-700 torr helium in a water-cooled stainless steel chambcr. For SWNT synthesis, the cath- 
ode comprises a hollow graphite rod filled with a mixture of Ydh, Ni and graphite powder. 
Pyrolysis experiments were carried out in quartz tube flow reactor located in a horizontal tube 
furnace. The flow rate of the gases was monitored with mass flow controllers. Pyrolysis of 
hydrocarbons such as methane and benzene was carried out over Ni or Ni/AlP04 catalysts, and 
of precursor molecules such as ferrocene, cobaltocene, nickelocene and F e ( C 0 )  under differ- 
ent conditions to yield various types of nanotubes. C-N nanotubes were prepared by the pyro- 
lysis of pyridine, methyl-pyrimidine and triazine over Co nanoparticlcs under Ar atmosphere. 
Trimethylamine-borane and ammonia-borane complexes were pyrolysed over Co llanoparticles 
to obtain B-C-N and B-N nanotubes. All the nanotubes were chrmcterized by TEM and SEM. 
The C-N and B-C-N nanotubes were also characterized by electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) which is done with a spectrometer attached to a transmission clcctmn ruiclvscope. This 
gives compositional analysis on individual nanotubes. XPS, Raman and scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy were also used to characterize the nanotubcs. 

3. Results and discussion 

Pyrolysis of CH4 and C6W6 in a hydrogen atmosphere in the absence of any catalyst yields 
mono-dispersed spherical carbon particles. However, if the pyrolysis was carried out under 
reductive conditions over transition metals (like Ni) or supportcd transition mctril catalysts 
(like Ni/AIP04), carbon nanotubes are obtained. This study establishes the cattilytic role of 
transition metal particles for the growth of carbon nanotubcs prepared by thc pyrolysis of hy- 
drocarbons. The pyrolysis of metallocenes such as ferrocene, cobultocene and nickelocene in 
Ar or in Ar-H2 mixture at 9Q0°C yields carbon nanotubes, some uf which arc completely filled 
with metal. Furthermore, pyrolysis of benzene in the prcsence of small proportion of n metnl- 
locene yields large quantities of carbon nanotubes. These results clcrnonstratu ttm the ~nctal 
clusters generated from metallocenes act as nucleating centers for t lx fosmition and growth of 
the nanotubes. By varying the conditions of the pyrolysis of fcrsc~cenc and carrying out the 
process in the presence of acetylene, which acts as an additional carbon sourcc, liwge yi1;intities 
of aligned-nanotube bundles have been obtained. The ready formation of aligncd-nmotube 
bundles is of vital technological interest today. Pyrolysis of Fe(CO)5 in the prcscclce of ben- 
zene or acetylene also gives high yields of carbon nanotubes. 

Carbon-nitrogen (C-N) nanotubes have been prepared by the pymlysis of pyridinc, methyl 
pyrimidine and triazine over Co nanoparticles under Ar atmosphere. Thc presence of nitrogen 
in these nanotubes was confirmed by EELS carried out with TEM. In Fig. 1 ,  we show the EEL 
spectra of two different nanotubes obtained by pyridine pyrolysis. The spectre show charmer- 
istic edges at 284 and 400 eV corresponding to K-shell ionization of carbon and nitrogen, re- 
spectively. The spectra shown give a stoichiometry of C33N (a) and of C,  ,N for the nanotubes 
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FIG 1 EELS spectra of C-N 11:inotubes: The spectrum 
shown in (nl glvcs n stcuci~io~netry of C13N and that of 
(h )  a stoichiornctry o f C l r N  The irwt shows the Cls and 
N 1s signals obtained holn XPS of C-N nanotubes. 

(b). In the inset of Fig. 1, we show the core-level XPS of the nanotubes obtained by pyridine 
pyrolysis. The stoichion~etry of the C-N nanotubes from XPS band intensities comes out to be 
C3sN, closc to the compositio~l fr0111 EELS in Fig. l(a). Raman and scanning tunneling spec- 
troscopy show these nanotubes to be distinctly different frorn carbon nanot~lbes. 

A comparative st~ldy of  nanotubes of B-C-N and B-N prepared by the pyrolysis of 1: 1 addi- 
tion compounds of with (CH3)3N and NH3 has been carried out. B-C-N nanotubes have 
been charltctcrized by XPS and EELS to determine their composition. These is a significant 
compositional variation in a given hatch of B-C-N nanotubes. The near absence of B-N nano- 
tubes an pyrolysing the appropriate precursor compound and other observations made in the 
present study indicate the crucial role of carbon in the initial nucleation and growth of nano- 
tubes. 
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Sorne studies on interface states in GaAs Ts by V. R. Ralakrishnan 
Research supervisors: Profs Vikram Kumar and V. Venkataraman 
Department: Physics 

I. Introduction 

The development of devices based on gallium arsenide, one of the most widely used 111-V 
compound se~niconductor materials, over the last 30 years, has rtttaincd ~ n a t ~ ~ r - i t y ,  due to ever- 
increasing applications in optoelectronics, microwave and millimeter wrtvc, devices and high- 
speed digital integrated circuits. GaAs metal semiconductor field effect lrnnsistors (MESFETs) 
and more recently, heterojunction field effect transistors (HJFETs) havc bccn developed rtnd 
used extensivcly for high-frequency low-noise applications, Rapid dcvelopnrent, in device 
physics and the technology fronts, has resulted in an assortment of rcscarch stucfics dealing 
with the problems associated with non-ideal device performance. One of thc intriguing prob- 
lems which has not been fully explained deals with the semiconductor interfaces in GaAs de- 
vices. In the case of the MESFET, the semiconductor-insulator intcrfxc in the tlngrttcd lcgio~ls 
(between source and gate and gate and drain) and the interface between the aclivc laycr and the 
semi-insulating substrate is known to cause several performance-related a~lomalies in the de- 
vice behavior.' Similar problems have also been noticed in HJFETs whcre it h;ts bcen attrib- 
uted to the presence of bulk traps such as DX centres2 and defect states cxisting at 11ctero- 
interfaces.' It is therefore highly probable that the ultimate success in removing such device- 
performance anomalies will eventually depend on the ability of the interface-processing tech- 
nology, both the surface passivation in the case of MESFETs and optimutn growth of  disloca- 
tion-free hetero-interfaces in the case of HJFETs. 



This work attempts to examine some of the device-performance anonlalies which have per- 
sisted in GaAs MESWTs and HJFETs due t~ the role of deep-level defects present at the sur- 
face and interfaces of these devices. An effort is also made to understand the origin of these 
interface states and the physical mechanism by which they cause such device misbehavior. 
Finally, a model has also been developed to analyze the effect of interface states on the metal 
gate-interfacial layer-semiconductor Schottky contact in both of these devices. 

The devices used in this work are commercial ion-implanted microwave MESFET with 1 pm 
gate length and a pseudomorphic HJFET with gate dimensions 2.0 x 200 pm. The forward and 
reverse I-V characteristics at various temperatures were measured using the Keithley 428 cur- 
rent amplifier and a liquid nitrogen cryostat. Polaron 4600 DLTS system and 428 current am- 
plifier were employed for the conductance deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) meas- 
urements. The temperature dependence of transconductance at different frequencies was stud- 
ied using the SRS 830 DSP dual-phase lock-in amplifier, the 428 cunent amplifier and the 
HP8 1 16A functlon generator. 

The low-frequency transconductance dispersion in GaAs MESFETs as shown in Fig. 1 and the 
anomalous 'hole'-like pe'ak observed in the conductance DLTS spectra in the case of MES- 
FETs have been experimentally shown to be caused by a large concentration of surface states 
present in the ungated regions. The presence of an associated thin surface conduction channel 
in the ungated regions has also been experimentally verified by measuring the temperature- 
depend- ent reverse leakage current. The capture and emission processes from the surface 
states have been explained using a two-dimensional interface state band modeL4 

The effect of deep-level traps on some of the anomalous effects observed in a commercial 
pseudomorphic HJFET has also been experimentally examined. The reverse I-V characteris- 

S f ' . " . ' ' . ' ' . . ' '  I 
200 240 28(1 320 360 

Temperature (to 

FIG. 1. Experimental transconductance vs temperature FIG. 2. Conductance DLTS spectra showing negative 
plots taken at different frequencies. 'holey-like peak at different emission rates. The voltages 

are VCfill) = +O. 1 V, V{reverse) = -0.4 V. The fill pulse 
width is 10 ms. 
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Fatigue crack growth (FCG) at low stress-intensity ranges is strongly influenced by 
microstructure because of the propensity of the cracks to grow along specific crystallographic 
planes resulting in crack tortuosity and crack closure, besides local crack tip retardation at 
boundasies.' Controlling microstr~cturd unit (CMU) size, slip behaviour and presence of 
second-phase particles are believed to affect the near-threshold fatigue crack growth (NTFCG) 
behaviour by controlling the nature and extent of slip or twinning at the crack tip.?- However, 
several aspects pertaining to the microstructure influence on NTFCG still remain unresolved.' 
These include identification of the real CMU among grain, packet or lath size; the role of P- 
free plate boundaries in deviating cracks; the existence of a bilinear FCG and the nature of 
relationship between the crack-tip plastic zone size (r,) and the transition stress-mtensity range 
(~~T);"ffect of crystallographic orientation on fracture morphology specifically in 
anisotropic ~nateriais; the exact muxomechanism of FCC particularly in acicular 
microstructures where the adjacent larnellae are either separated by small angle or twin-related 
boundaries, tile role of deformation twinning and intermetallic precipitates on crack path and 
FCG resistance, etc.' A systematic investigation was undertaken in order to gain an insight into 
these issues by examining in detail the effect of microstructure on NTFCG and fracture 
toughness (FT) in pure zirconium, Zr-l5%Ti single-phase alloy and multicomponent 
multiphase commercial Zircalloy-2. 

The experimental steps were so designed as to develop various rnicrostructures and involved 
tensile, FCG and fracture toughness testing in accordance with ASTM test procedures; detailed 
crack path and fsactographic examination and transmission electron microscopy of deforma- 
tion microstructure in zirconium. Aspects related to crack closure, which play a very signifi- 

FIG I Photograph of a typical compact lenslon specimen. FIG 2 Fractured tensile specimens exhlblting variation 
in crass-sectional ellipticity with equiaxed a-zirconium 
grain size: (a) 8, (b) 15, (c) 35 and (d) 80 pm 
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FIG. 3. Effect of equiaxed a-zirconium grain size on 
threshold fat~gue properties. 

cant role in NTFCG regime at low stress ratios, were given due consideration. All the compact 
tension specimens were metallographically prepared (Fig. 1). 

3. Results 

In the first phase, concerned with grain size effects, commercial purity zirconium was chosen 
to avoid the complicating factors generally present in multiphase coinmercial alloys. Different 
processing parameters employed in generating four different grain sizes res~ilted in significant 
variation in crystallographic texture. Although no texture analysis was carried out, the varia- 
tion in texture with grain size was evident from the varying amounts of cross-sectional elliptic- 
ity exhibited by the fractured tensile specimen (Fig. 2). The influence of texture on static me- 
chanical properties like tensile properties and ductile fracture toughness (Jlc)  appeared to be 
dominating enough to mask the dependence of these properties on grain size. However, both 
applied and intrinsic threshold stress intensity ranges (A&, and AKeft, ti,, rcspcctively) as well as 
the closure stress intensity at threshold (Kcl,th) increased systematically with increasing grain 
size. AKth increased more rapidly with grain size as compared to AKeH, ,,, (Fig. 3). The overrid- 
ing effect of grain size on NTFCG behaviour could be understood in terms ol' crack deviation 
and deflection mechanisms leading to increased crack toi-tuosity with grain size. Fractography 

FIG. 4. Crack path plofiles in equiaxed a-zirconium exh~blting (a) mode 11 and (b) tnode 111 displaccmcnt in clack 
surfaces leading to the development of contact points. 
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FIG 5 Effect of mic~ostructu~c on th~eshold fatigue 
properties in Z1- 15%Ti alloy 

results suggest that slip reversibility also makes a significant contribution, which was further 
confirmed by the presence of planar dislocation arrays in the deformation microstructure. The 
crack closure rneclianisms were identified as those induced mainly by roughness and to some 
extent by oxide. Contact points resulting from mode 11 (Fig. 4a) and mode I11 (Fig. 4b) dis- 
placement of crack surfaces were evident. Fracture surfaces corresponding to stages I1 and I 
were dominated by fissure striations and facets, respectively. However, no sharp transition was 
observed in either fracture surface morphology or FCG curve. Static fracture comprised dim- 
pled rupture, the walls of large dimples exhibiting ripples. 

The second phasc of the programme consisted of investigating the influence of various P- 
transformed microstructures, viz,, ~nartensitic (BQ), tempered rnartensitic (QT), and Widman- 
statten (BA) microstructures, on NTFCG behaviour in Zr-15%Ti alloy. This alloy is an ideal 
system for investigating rnic~+ostsuctural influence not only because it allows various micro- 
structures to bc developed but also beca~ise the P to a transformation can be taken to comple- 
tion thus avoiding possible complicating influence of retained P. The alloy picked up oxygen 
during hot forging operation, carr~ed out under an apparently ~nsufficient protective coating of 
borosilicate glass and l~ence exhibiled high strength and Itow toughness. The hydrogen picked 

FIG. 6 Discontinuous crack growth in the BQ microstructure of Zr-lS%Ti allay at two different locations resulting In 
the development of intact llgarnents (indicated by arrows in (b)). 
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FIG. 7. SEM fractographs of Zr-15%T1 alloy in the BQ condltlon erihlblllng I'J~~LIIL' ot Irlt,tct liganzcnls hy sllcal A 
higher magnification view of the area, indicated by an arrow In (a), IS shown 111 ( h ) .  

up possibly during quenching operation further impaired the toughness of the BQ and QT 
microstr~~ct-ures. All the three microstructures gave valid I(lc that dccrcasecl in the order of 
BA, QT and BQ microstructures. AKCff, ,f, and fracture surface roughness also decreased in 
the same order; however, Keth, th  and AKtt, surprinsingly increased (Fig. 5 ) .  A new crack closure 
mechanism involving crack bridging by shear liganlents (CBSL) was proposed and invoked 
to explain the above discrepancy. This inference was based on t lx  observation of intact liga- 
ments in the crack wake (Fig. 6) and shear ligaments (Fig. 7) on the Srncturc surhce. CBSL 
was observed particularly in the BQ ~nicrostructure, w111ch rcsu lteci in thc KL,/K,,,,i, value ap- 
proaching unlty. The p-free interplatelet boundaries were observed to el'fectivcly deviate 
cracks in contradiction with the widely accepted view of the prcscncc of a thick and continuous 
p layer being considered essential for promotirig crack cleviz~tion. Fr-rictc)gr;iphic frteets of 
dimensions, comparable to the plate size, further corrohoratcd this o1~serv;ition. An intcrestiilg 
occurrence of ductile striations and faceted fracturc in the alternate I:irncllac within 11 given 
colony suggested that the platelets were twin related. The fi-acturc ~r~orphology rppc:irecl to be 
dependent mainly on the crystallographic orientation of a givcn CMlJ  with rcspcct to thc stress 
axis. 

50-6th~ RH, 30 Hz 

FIG. 8. Effect of rn~crostructure on threshold fatlgue 
properties in zircalloy-2. 
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~ircalloy-2 is widely used in the nuclear industry for various in-core reactor components. It 
is mainly a Zr-Sn alloy contaming small amounts of Fe, Cr, Ni and oxygen. The microstruc- 
ture comprises largely of a single phase containing intermetallic precipitates predominantly at 
various interfaces. The four lnicrostructures developed in Zircalloy-2 as part of the third phase 
of the programme were BQ, QT, BA and equiaxed-a (EA). The microstructural influence on 
NTFCG behaviour followed the same trends as that observed in Zr-15Ti alloy, the EA micro- 
stnicture exhibiting the lowest AKth and Kc,,,th (Fig. 8). The variation in KCl, ,h with microstruc- 
ture could be attributed to RKC. JIG decreased in the order of QT, EA, BQ and BA microstruc- 
ture, which was largely rationalized in terms of the observed tensile toughness. The crystallo- 
graphic cracks observed in the BQ microstructure were seen to cross even the prior P grain 
boundaries without any apparent deviation suggesting a possible orientation relationship be- 
tween the prior p grains. Fatigue cracks exhibited propensity for growth along interfaces aided 
possibly by the presence of intermetallic precipitates. 

4. Conclusion 

Some of the observations common to the three materials investigated are as follows. At inter- 
mediate AK values (Paris regime) the fatigue crack path largely remained confined to mode I 
crack growth plane and exhibited duplex slip markings whereas at low AK values (near thresh- 
old regime) the crack path was predominantly crystallographic suggesting the operation of 
duplex slip mechanism. Accordingly, the fatigue fracture morphology largely comprised stria- 
tions in the Paris regime and faceted (shear or cyclic cleavage) feature in tile near threshold 
regime. The contribution of crack closure exhibited an increasing trend with crack length. 
Twin and lath/pl-ate boundaries offered greater resistance to crack growth through crack deflec- 
tion mechanism when the crack had to cut across them. The acicular microstructures compns- 
ing large colonies and prior P grain sizes offered the best FCG resistance. 
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Design, operation, and control of today's large-scale power syste~ns with interconnections, 
sophisticated operational strategies, reliability and safety concerns, involve &Inanding 
computational issues. Computerized modern energy control centers (ECC), with varying 
degrees of sophistication, have evolved over the years to m e t  the above objectives. The 
growing complexity and sophistication of power systems have necessitated the dcvelopnlent of 
intelligent tools such as artificial neural networks (ANNs), and fuzzy logic-based systems, to 
aid various planning and control operations in an ECC. This work addresses certain issues 
concerning application of ANN and fuzzy logic to aid the solution of various power system 

prol#fgf.recent works have reported application of (i) ANNs for power systen~s such as load 
forecasting, power system stabilizer design, unit commitment, security assessment, economic 
load dispatch, and fault analysis, and (ii) fuzzy logic for power system such us system control, 
optimization, diagnosis, information processing, decision support, system arlalysis and plan- 
nmg. Five areas in power system analysis have been selected in thls work for application of 
intelligent tools. ANNs have been applied for two of them :md fuzzy logic f~ the trmaining. 
The algor~thms developed for the selected key problems are: 

1. ANN-based methods for the determination of fault location and resistance on 
transmission lines. 

2. ANN for static voltage stabil~ty assessment. 

3. Fuzzy logic-based controller for voltage stability enhancement. 
4. Fuzzy logic-based controller for voltage profile improvement. 

5. Fuzzy logic-based controller for network overload alleviation. 

The algorithms developed are tested on various sizes of power networks including practical 
systems of 24 bus, 82 b ~ ~ s ,  and 24-node EHV, and a modified IEEE 30 bus salnplc system. 

2.1 . Fault location algorithm 

The fault location algorithm1 is a key element in the digital relay (iv tsimniission linc pmtec- 
tion. The potential appl~cability of ANN techniques for determ~nuhn of' fault  locntion and 
fault resistance on EHV transmission lines with remote cnd in-l'ccd is mdyzcd. A mcthodol- 
ogy where ANN is sought to achieve the desired accurate solution with casily ~ncasurable 
quant~ties bemg presented as inputs 1s proposed in this work. Most of' thc ANN applications 
make use of the conventional inultilayer perceptron (MLP) model hnscd on hnch pny-ngation 
algorithm. But this model suffers from the problem of slow learning satc. A modified cascade 
correlation-based ANN learning technique2 has been proposed 1.0s thc dctcmin:ltio11 of kiult 
locatlon and fault resistance. A reasonably small NN is built automatically withoot gucssing 
the size, depth and connectivity pattern of the NN in advance. An ;malytical mcthocl consider- 
ing all the parallel power corridors across the line under considcr:~tio~l is also dcvclopcd. Re- 
sults of simulation studies performed on a 400 kV transmissiot~ line arc prcscntcd ihr illustra- 
tion purposes. The performance of the proposed ANN is coniparcd with thc analytical algo- 
rithms and conventional MLP algorithm for different combinations ol' psc-l:.lult loading condi- 
tion, fault resistance and fault location. Figure 1 shows the Fault location and Pwlt resistxtce 
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FIG. I. LL fault 

determined by various analytical techniques such as Ericksson method,' Takagis method and 
the developed ANN method. The results of the proposed analytical method and ANN methods 
are found to be more accurate. 

2.2. Val tuge stability assessment algorithm 

Voltage collapse phenomena has been observed in many countries and has been analyzed ex- 
tensively in recent years. Unavailability of sufficient reactive power sources to maintain nor- 
mal voltage profiles at heavily loaded buses are the prime reasons for the voltage cullapse.' In 
some cases, because of load variations, voltage profiles may not show abnormality prior to 
voltage collapse and the system operators may not get warning of it. It is important to assess 
system voltage stability and use the reactive power sources judiciously to improve the voltage 
stability of the system, Methods which can provide fast assessment of system voltage stability 
and optimum controls of reactive power sources would be usefnl for online application. An 
application of ANN where the aim is to achieve fast voltage stability margin assessment of 
power network in ECC, with reduced number of appropriate inputs to ANN, is presented in 
this work. L-index, which is a function of network elements, and generatorlload bus voltages, 
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FIG 2 Membership functmns of lmgulstic terms 

has been used for assessing the voltage stability margin. An irnproveci algorithm for static volt- 
age collapse indicator (L-index), based on operational load I ~ O W  (.OLF), is &veloped 
for the purpose of generating input-output pairs. hiputs play ZI importiint role in ANN learn- 
ing and hence meaningful training patterns in the normal operating r~ungc 01' thc system are t~ 
be generated. For this purpose, an algorithm for reactive power optiinization using LP tech- 
nique to enhance voltage stability is proposed. The objective is to maxi~nize the voltage stabil- 
ity or minirnize the sum of L-indices (min & L,). Training patterns fhr the ANN ure generated 
by running the developed LP technique for reactive power optimizution. Input p;irnmcters are 
chosen from the available measurements based on: 

statistical correlation process, 
sensitivity matrix approach, 
contingency ranking approach, and 

0 conceiltric relaxation method. 

Investigations are casried out on the influence of inf'cmiiation cuco~iipnssccl in the input vector 
and the target output vector, on the learning time and test purfosrriancu 01' M1,13-hikscd ANN 
model. 

3. Fuzzy logic-based algorithms 

3.1. Fuzzy logic-based voltage control 

Two areas are selected for fuzzy logic-based voltagc control. 

voltage stability enhancement, 
voltage profile improvement. 

The voltage stability enhancement approach translates voltagc st;lhility iiulez and controlling 
variables into fuzzy set notations in order to formulate the rclaticm hctwccn voltngc stability 
level and controlling ability of controlling devices.?hc control vnsiuhlcs consicicl.cd arc: 

switchable VAR compensators, 
OLTC transformers, and 

9 generator excitations. 
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FIG. 3. Base case: 24-bus system, values of L mdex and voltage profile at critical nodes 

This approach consists of 12 rules defining 4 terms (very high, high, medium, and low) for 
voltage stability index and 3 terms (large, medium, small) for controllability of controllers. 
Controllability indicates the sensitivity of the voltage stability index to controllers and the con- 
troller margin available. The sensitivity of the voltage stability index to controllers is deter- 
mined in two steps. In the first step, the sensitivity of the voltage stability index to voltage de- 
viation is obtained and in the second the sensitivity of the voltage deviation to controllers is 

~lc rc initial voltage 
0 0 final voltage (local IVI control) 
V v flnal voltage (overall IVj control) 

I 1 

0 75l 1 
I 1 , I I I 

1 2  14 1 6  1 8  20 22 24 26 28 30 

Node numbers 

FIG. 4. Base case: 30-bus system, voltage profile at critical nodes. 
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determined. Figure 2 shows the membership functions of linguistic terms used and Fig, 3 the L 
indices and voltage profile at critical nodes of a 24-bus system before and after the implemen- 
tation of the proposed fuzzy control. 

The voltage profile improvement4 approach translates voltage deviation and controlling 
variables into fuzzy set notations. Controllers are selected based on two criteria. One, local 
controllability of a controller towards a bus having poor voltage profile and two, overall con- 
trollability of a controller towards all the buses having unacceptable voltage profile. Controlla- 
bility of a controller in reducing the voltage deviation at only the given bus is considered in 
local controllability approach. In this approach, the effect of the selected controller on the re- 
maining buses is ignored. Also, a new concept of overall i~~~provemcnt  in voltage profile is 
proposed which not only considers the reduction of voltage deviation at a given bus but also 
takes into consideration the effects of suggested controller action on the relnaining buses, 
based on sensitivity. Voltage deviation and controlling variables are translated into fuzzy set 
notations to formulate the relation between voltage deviation and controllir~g ability of control- 
ling devices. Six terns (negative large, negative medium, negative snlall, positive small, posi- 
tive medium, and positive large) each for defining the voltage deviation and controllability of 
controller are specified. Controllability indicates both the sensitivity of the voltage deviation to 
controllers and controller margin available. Sensitivities of the voltage deviations are deter- 
mined in only one step, thus reducing the computational burden. A fuzzy rule-based system 
consisting of 36 rules is formed to select the controllers, their movement direction and step 
size. The performance of the two fuzzy logic-based systems, one for voltage stability en- 
hancement and the other for voltage profile improvement, is compared. It is seen that method- 
ologies based on overall voltage profile enhancement and voltage stability improvement give 
nearly equal perfomances, better than that of local controllability approach for voltage profile 
enhancement. It is also observed that the computational burden is less in the methodology 
based on overall voltage profile enhancement while forming the sensitivity matrix. Hence this 

Table I 
82-Bus system; base case 

Pre-rescheduled line flows (MVA) 

Overloaded lines LZ5 = 120 5, L26 = 506.3, Ly, = 603.2 
Fully loaded lines L2=96 13, L3=272.8,&=272.1, 

L46 = 292.4, L47 = 293.0, Lso = 139.2 
Vmn Vgl= 0.900 
P~osdMw) 179.1 

Post-rescheduled line flows (MVA) 

Overloaded lines 
Fully loaded lines 

Generation rescheduling in MW 
P,' = 40.0, P,+ = 44.0,4$ = 40.0 
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is preferable for online application in ECC. Figure 4 indicates the voltage profile 
obtained at critical nodes of IEEE 30 bus system because of the proposed fuzzy control. 

3.2. Network overload alleviation algorithm 

The fuzzy control approach is extended for network overload alleviation in power networks by 
active power generation re~cheduling.~ Accurate generation shift sensitivity factors (GSSF) are 
computed using more realistic O W  model. Overloading of lines and sensitivity of controlling 
variables are translated into fuzzy set notations to formulate the relation between overloading 
of line and controlling ability of generation scheduling. A fuzzy rule-based system is formed to 
select the generator, and the amount of generation rescheduling at the selected generator. Also, 

sensitivity of line loading to each of the generation is considered for the rescheduling 
process. Table I shows the results obtained on an 82-bus Indian power network. 

Studies were carried out for various practical Indian power networks under simulated condi- 
tions. Fault-locating algorithm was tested on a 400 kV, 300 krn, double circuit line under simu- 
lated conditions. Results of the other developed algorithms obtained for a modified IEEE 30- 
bus system and t h e e  Indian power networks of 24-bus, 82-bus, and 24-node EHV are pre- 
sented for illustration purposes. Comparing the results obtained by conventional techniques 
with those of proposed algorithms, it can be concluded that the proposed algorithms, ANNs 
and fuzzy systems, give faster and acceptable solutions. The intelligent tools and analytical 
techniques are thus found to be suitable for implementation in ECC as a decision aid to the 
operator and for online control of power systems. 
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~~~t applications of logic in computer science call fbr :i p~i0l.i i11terprct:ltion of' sollle function 
and predicate symbols over predefined comp~itationnl donrains. 7'his is called ;I pre- 
interpretation or a partial interpretrrtio~r of logic. For a f lvcn fOmlulll, W c  Cii i l  check the valid- 
ity of the foIlnula assuming the pre-interpi-eterali~l~. Many p r x  tical  SO h l ~ ~ r l s  in different areas 
of computer science have been successfully modeled using partially-itll~r[~retcd logics. 

In many real-world applications it is needed to write logic programs 'tvhich rccluire the cx- 
pression of negation or intention. To this end, the designers of Prolog :icldcct rumy nonlogical 
extensions to the Horn-clause kernel, notable among them is the No~trfiorz r r s  (I7itiit~~) Failzit-e 
rule which facilitates the derivation of negative facts. 111 the fian~ctvork 01' C'LP lve give ;i rcso- 
lution proof of the soundness and completeness of the Negation as failure I-ulc. 

Embedded computer systems are widely used nowadays, cxrilnplcs of which include scn- 
sors, actuators, control circuits, etc. In these applications :I co~nputcts has  to i~lt~r:lct with these 
devices. In the process, there are stringent real-time constrairrts on tlic cornpi~tcr I-cspotisc. Scv- 
era1 real-time logics have been proposeci to reason about these systems. In tlrcsc logics, psoper- 
ties of time-dependent behaviour are expressed as fornrulas and the logical consqucrms of 
any given specification are derivable. In real-time logics people uonsiricr tire xltusal numbers 
IN or real numbers R as the underlying time domain. Both N and /I\' haw hin;isy opentars 
+ (addition) and :': (multiplication) defined on them. In thcsc logical 1mg~1agcs [lrose sytnhols 
are assumed to be preinterpreted. Since N and R are well-ordesecl tirnc. i i x w s  t h y  car be 
ordered by the pre-interpreted predicate symbol 4. In part two of tile work wc invcstigate n 
real-time logic called Neighbourhood Logic (NL). We thcn extcncl NI, to  ~tnotl~cr rcril-time 
logic called Duration Calculus with reds as the underlying tinlc domain and dcsign n proof 
system for it. This proof system is shown to be sound and relatively complete with respect to 
Neighbourhood Logic. 

2. Negation as Failure in logic programlning 

Logic programming evolved in the early 1970s as a direct outgnrwth of earlier work in anto- 
mated theorem proving and artificial intelligence. The major bmakthrough in automated 
deduction was provided by the landmark paper of ~obinson', in which hc introduced 
resolution as an inference rule. Subsequently, people came up with many refutation procedures 
which were refinements of the original resolution rule. The most notable refutation procedure 
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were of the original resolution rule. The most notable refutation procedure adopted 
in logic programming is due to Kowalski, called SLD resolution37 and is applied on Horn 
clauses. 

SLD sesolution" ' dcrivcs only positive consequences (namely, conjunctions of atoms) of 
~ef in i te  logic psogsms. Nmwzr ,  in many circumstances, it is also useful to derive negative 
consequences. A chssic exmple of usefulness of negative consequences is that of a timetable 
pr&lern which connects explicitly, but the absence of connections implicitly. 

The derivation of negative facts from Definite logic programs was facilitated by clarkS, 
who introduced Ncgntion as (Finite) Failure rule, which states that 4 is a consequence of s 
program P if :I finitely failed SLD-tree of P u { ~ )  exists (in short, if A fails), where A is a 
gro~rr~d atom. Clark also introduced the notion of complete logic programs5 which strengthen 
the program by interpreting implications as equivalences. That is, a Definite program is com- 
pleted by transforming the 'if-then' statanent into an 'if and only if' statement. He proved the 
soundness of this rule, that is, if the completion of a Definite program entails 4, then the pro- 
gram (finitely) fids to SLD-prove A, where A is an atom (without any variable). Jaffar and 
~assez '  proved the completeness of the negation as failure rule with respect to Clark's seman- 
tics. They showed that given a definite clause program if a negative goal is entailed by the 
completion of the program then the program finitely fails to prove the goal. This proof was 
later simplified by Wolfram et 01." 

None of the nbovc-mentioned completeness proofs are procedural. Jaffar et aL7 proposed 
the following approach towards a resolution proof. They pointed out that the completion of a 
logic program consists of two distinct pieces: 

the If part which contairzs the clauses in P; this can be obtained by replacing the bicon- 
ditionds in the completed program by ifs. 

r the OnlyIf' part which is obtained by replacing the biconditionals in the completed pro- 
g r a m  by only ifs. 

fur the^, they argued that for propositional programs the completion entails o negated atom 
if and only if' the Onlylf part entails it. Our goal is to develop this idea in full, for the predicate 
and constraint logic prog~unming cases, and thus complete the program sketched by Jaffar rf 
d7 We will work with a variant of Onlylf(P) which will be called FI(P). Our proof will be 
constructive in the following sense: it will indicate how a finite failure SLD-tree for a goal G 
and program P can be converted into a (resolution) proof of --,G from R(P) and conversely. 
We also believe that our spproach has finally led to a si~rlple and comprehensible proof of the 
negation as failure rule. 

The soundness and completeness theorems in the paper are proved via the following steps*: 

1. We prove that o negative atom is entailed by the completion of a program P if and only if it 
is entailed by the FI(P) part. 

2. We define a rule--Y-SLD resolutio+for proving negated goals from the FI(P). We prove 
it to be sound and complete for the usual first-order semantics. 
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3. Neighbourhood logic and 

In order to analyze such systems various real-time logics havc bccn proposed. Some of 
them ase temporal in nature where formulas are interpreted us instantaneous situations over 
discrete time points.8 Other formalisms adopt different senluntics and intcrpsct for~nulas over 
intervals of Among such interval logics, Interval Tcmporal Logic (11'1~)"' and more 
specifically, the Duration Calculus (DC)" are quite popular. DC is an cxtcnsion of ITL in the 
sense that the temporal variables are written in the form of integrals of' state variahlcs. 

ITL is a first-order modal logic which uses a binary modal operator "' ""(chop) which is in- 
terpreted as the operation of 'chopping' an interval into two pasts. A rnodality is called con- 
tracting, if we can access only subintervals within an arbitrary givcrl i~itc~-v;il with this ~nodal- 
ity. The modality " is an example of a contracting modality. A shortco~~~inp of* ITL is that it is 
not expressive enough to be able to capture statements regarding the 'safety' prtqxrties of em- 
bedded systems since these properties depend on the behrwiour o n  intervals outside the ob- 
served interval of time. 

Another limitation of these logics is that when they are used in thc spccificaticrn of hybrid 
systems, the concepts of calculus such as limit, continuity and diSScrentiahility cannot be suiia- 
bly formalized in them. These notions are neighbourhood propertics of ;ln intcrvnl which can- 
not be defined in these logics. 

Chaochen and   an sen'^ have introduced a first-order logic for intervals cnllcd NL which 
has constructs for formalization of safety properties'3 as well as some important concepts in 
calculus. This logic has two expanding modalities, O1 and 0,. called the l ~ f t  and right 
neighbourhood modalities, respectively. They also proved the adc~luncy of thc ncighhourhood 
modalities by deriving other unary and binary modalities froom Further, they extend NL 

*A preliminq version of this work appeared in Chandru V., Roy, S. and Ramesl~, S., Construcdvr Nugetion m h f i -  
nite Logic Programs, Proc. znd ~ s i a n  Computing Science Conf, ASIAN39G, pp. 335-336, LNCS 1 179, Springer, 1996. 
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to another real-time logic called Duration ~alculus* by expressing a temporal variable as an 
integral of a state variable. In DC/NL they specify the safety properties of computing systems. 
Thus DC/NL provides an environment in which we can specify and reason about embedded 
systems. 

In this work, we present a thorough investigation of NL and DCINL. Extending the proof 
system of NL, we introduce a proof system for DCJNL including two induction rules. We 
prove the soundness and relative completeness of this proof system for DCNL." 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 
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India has abundant reserves of bauxite ( A ~ ~ Q ~ . x H ~ o ) ' ,  most of which are present as lean-gmde 
( 6 0 %  Al) ore with impurities like calcium (CaC03) and iron (Fe202). In order to use this lean- 
grade bauxite for abrasive and refractory applications, it is required to remove the impurities to 
about 0.5% calcium (expressed as %CaO) and 1% iron (expressed as '%'oE'elO3). Conventional 
pretreatment strategies have serious disadvantages and are not suitable for beneficiation of 
Indian bauxite, so India is currently importing alumina-based refractories fsom China in spite 
of having abundant resources. A biotechnological solution to this problem promises to be effi- 
cient, environment-friendly and economically viable. This work is part of an ongoing project to 
understand biobeneficiation of bauxite and develop suitable technology for the sponsors M/s 
Orient Abrasives Limited, New Delhi. It deals mainly with the investigations on calcium re- 
moval using a bacterium called (Paeni)Bacillus polyw.zyxa. 

The Brolnfield medium and its recent modificationsZ are not satisfactory for growlng Bacillus 
polymyxa in an industrial scale. In this work, a cheaper, cane sugar-based formulation called 
'ISF-2' is developed, and the technique of overpopulation is proposed to obviate the need for 
stringent aseptic culture techniques. In order to combat occasional contamination by fungi and 
yeast, a selective formulation based on azole fungicides is also tested. The growth of Barill~is 
polynyxa is characterized by an increase in cell number, consumption of sucrose, production 
of organic acid metabolites (and exopolysaccharides), and an increase in the acidity of the me- 
dium. A 3-day-old culture has cells in the order of lo9, a pH of 3 or less due to production of 
organic acid metabolites, and can typically solubilise around 300 ppm as Ca. Preliminary ex- 
periments give evidence that Bacillus polymyxa is able to selectively reglove calcium, iron and 
silica from bauxite, which makes it an ideal choice for biobeneficiation. 

A column bioreactor is designed to carry out biobeneficiation in a f uidized bed as well as 
slurry configuration. With this reactor it is possible to achieve uniform mixing without agita- 
tion, and also aeration without air compre~sion.~ It can be operated in periodic cycles of iluidi- 
zation mode (referred to as flood cycle) and stationary submerged mode (referred to as dmin 
cycle) using a timer. Fluidization carried out intermittently (as $ood/dmit? cycles) on particles 
of size -4I-i-5 mesh gives evidence to confirm our findings ii-om preliminary experiments. Sev- 
eral operating considerations in the industry favour particle size in the range of -2001-i-300 
mesh, so further experiments are carried out with particles of this size. As fine-sized particles 
are best processed as slurry, all our demonstration-scale experiments are carried out in a total 
recycle plug flow configuration that approximates a slurry reactor. A 0.25-HP centripetal pump 
is used to pump the culture solution from a storage tank. The leaching efficiency of calcium is 
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very good when we cascade using a 36-h culture, with a contact time of 24 h per cascade. The 
number of cascades required for bringing down calcium (from 2.8% to 0.5% CaO) in 5% pulp 
density of bauxite ore is three or four, depending on the nature of the culture. There is only 
around 20% removal of iron, and the efficiency of iron reduction is enhanced under anaerobic 
conditions. On the other hand, calcium removal is not affected much under anaerobic condi- 
tions, albeit aeration of the reactor helps. The temperature rise in the reactor is less than 10°C, 
so no cooling systems are required. 

The mechanism and kinetics of calcium removal are investigated in detail. The studies 
show that the dissolution of calcium from the ore in a 3-day old culture (pH 2-3) is kinetically 
very fast, and there is almost an instantaneous neutralization of the culture to pH 5-6. This 
initial phase takes less than 1 h and corresponds to a sudden removal of calciuni to saturation 
solubility levels. The bacterium also attaches itself to the ore within 20 min and then brings 
about weathering and dissolution of more calcium because of further metabolic activity. How- 
ever, this second phase is slower and takes nearly 24 h, after which there is a slow decrease in 
the calcium solubility of the metabolite leading to some amount of re-precipitation of leached 
calcium. The saturation solubility of calcium is found to be a function of the extent of cell 
growth and the increase in saturation solubility correlates well with the growth curve of the 
organism. As it is found that the initial phase (I) of biobeneficiation corresponds to the action 
of metabolites in solubilising considerable amount of calcium, we can consider the indirect 
leaching (throug!~ metabolites) to be the most important mechanism in our case. The indirect 
leaching mechanism comprises the action of H" ions in releasing Cau from the ore matrix (aci- 
dolysis), and the nature of the organic acid to form water-soluble C3 complexes with its anion 
(complexation). 

As the dissolution of accessible calcium is kinetically fast, it is possible to speed up the 
leaching operation by cascading the required number of times for a brief period of time (say 10 
rnin) called pulses. The expected number of cascades that will leach 20% pulp density of the 
ore to the target (0.5% CaO) are 14 and 19 for metabolites with and without cells, respectively. 
The background leaching is compared by leaching with HCl and W2S04 at the same pH, and it 
is seen that these require 25 and 45 cascades, respectively. This is because mineral acids are 
stronger and hence present in fewer molar levels compared to organic acids at the same pH. 

Fundamental studies on calcium solubility are tamed out to understand the science behind 
biobeneficiation, and there is a good agreement with the experimental observations. Biobenefi- 
ciation is a complex process comprising many sub-processes occurring simultaneously. A 
model is proposed describing these sub-processes using Monod's growth kinetics, Lamgmuir- 
type attachment of cells to the ore, growth-associated sucrose consumption and acid produc- 
tion, and calcium removal driven by the concentration gradient in the system. Kinetic parame- 
ters describing these sub-processes are independently estimated. The final model integrates the 
simultaneous effects of all these sub-processes and its predictions of the experimental trends 
are reasonably good for a first generation model. 
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1. Data storage becoming critical 

With increasing amount of data being managed by the use of con~putcrs, the speed and reliabil- 
ity of data storage have become critical. The following are some or the trcnds that are driving 
the design of storage systems to higher level of availability and pcrfonnimce. 

Ever )"idening speed gap between CPU and disks: Disk speeds have been increasing very 
slowly as compared to the CPU speeds. This is mainly due to the ~ncchunical components 
in disks. 

lizcreusing disk capacities: Advances in magnetic storage have led to the capacities of disks 
grow impressively. Commodity disks of 9 GB capacity are now wailable and may become 
common by 1998. 

This makes reliability a major concern. The amount of time required to restore the data 
from backup (assuming that they exist) in the event of a disk crush will only increase and 
also restoring from backup involves human intervention and subsecluent possibility of hu- 
man error. 

Advent of l/O intmsive npplicntiom: With more and more computers tmng employed to 
access, manage and visualize data (or information), the applications employed will require 
very high data bandwidths. The data set sizes are also increasing. For tl~esc applications 
data storage performance becomes a bottle neck. 

Lost data is lost business: As computers are increasingly c~nplayud in husi~wss, ilnuvuilabil- 
ity of data leads to lost business. This reason alone can justify extra cost in making thc stor- 
age highly available. 

2. RAID (Redundant arrays of inexpensive disks) 

Redundant arrays of inexpensive disks or RAID is a popular method of improving the reliabil- 
ity and performance of disk storage by introducing redundancy into the stomge system. 

Of various levels of RAID, mirrored or RAID1 and rotating parity or RAIDS configura- 
tions have become most popular. 

Mirroring or RAID]: In this scheme, disks are grouped into mirrored pairs. Two copies of 
the same data are maintained on each of the disks in a mirrored pair. A write is applied to 
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both the disks, whereas a read can be satisfied by either of the disks. This scheme provides 
the best performance and reliability, but incurs 100 per cent storage overhead. In degraded 
mode (when one of the disks in a mirrored pair fails), writes and reads are both serviced by 
the remaining disk. 

Block interleaved par@ o r  RAIDS: The data is striped across the disks with each stripe of 
N stripe units containing (N-1) data stripe units and one parity stripe unit containing the 
parity of these data stripe units. The parity itself is distributed over disks, so that the parity 
updates do not become a bottleneck. 

The given UO request is first divided into sub-requests at the granularity of stripes. Each of 
these sub-requests is then handled independently. When all these sub-requests complete, the 
UO is signaled as completed. Now let's look at how these stripe UOs (or substripe W s )  are 
handled. In normal mode (when all disks are functioning), a read is served in a way similar to 
RAIDO. For a write that spans the entire stripe (calledfill stripe write), the parity is computed 
from the data and both the data and the parity are written. A partial write, on the other hand, 
requires reading the old parityldata, recomputing the parity and writing the data and parity; this 
procedure is referred to as read-mod~js1-write cycle. This makes partial RAID5 writes doubly 
slower than reads or full-stripe writes. The performance of reads drops drastically when one of 
the disks fails and the storage enters degraded mode, as all reads to data from the failed disk 
need to be reconstructed from the data on other disks and the parity. 

Also configuring RAIDS is an involved job. If the stripe size selected is too big, then 
most of the accesses become partial-stripe accesses. In addition to this, updates to the same 
M I D 5  stripe are serialized as all of them need to update a common parity area, resulting in 
lower I f0  parallelism. On the other hand, if the stripe is made too small the number of UOs 
required to service a request increase resulting in longer queuing delays leading to poorer per- 
formance. 

Comparing RAID1 and RAIDS: Table I compares the normal mode performance and capac- 
ity overhead of RAIDO, RAID1 and RAIDS. The values are first-order approximations for 
the configuration with each disk connected to the host through a separate HBA. The actual 
values depend on seek distance, head synchronization, access patterns, etc. Also, this kind 
of configurations are rare to find; typical configurations contain multiple disks connected to 
one WBA. In such configurations, delays at the HBA and SCSI bus also need to be consid- 
ered. It is clear that RAID1 offers better performance than RAIDS, but with a 100% storage 
overhead. 

Table I 
Performance of M I D  levels relative to that of RAIDO 

RAID level Large accesses Small accesses Capacity Max con- 
overhead(%) currency 

Read Write Read Write 
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In the previous section we have compared RAIDl and RAID5. In this section, we argue for a 
better price-performance RAID. Then a case is made for hierarchical RAID. 

3.1. Problem: Need for better price-performarlce RAID 

The cost of a storage system mainly contains two components: 

1. System cost: This is the cost of the system including disks, upgrades, etc. 

2. Management cost: This is the cost of managing the system. Administrator's salaries, 
etc. come under this. 

As the storage becomes increasingly complex, the cost of managing the systcin dominates the 
total cost. So a better price-performance RAID storage ~ h ~ u l d  not 011ly require less initial in- 
vestment (unlike RAIDl) but also less managing. 

3.2. A solution: Adaptive hierarchical RAID 

A solution to the above problem is a hierarchy of RAID levels arranged with filster, costlier 
and smaller tiers closer to the memory subsystem and sloiver, inexpensive m d  bigger tiers far- 
ther from the memory subsystenl. The storage is adaptive in that data are migrated across the 
tiers depending on the access patterns, so that frequently accessed data arc found in higher tiers 
and not so frequently accessed data are moved to the lower tiers. All this should bc transparent 
to the application using the device. We first present the motivation and then discuss the issues 
in Adaptive hierarchical RAID. 

3.2.1. Motivation 

Typical nonscientific system disk access patterns show very high locality 2nd the working set 
changes relatively slowly. This motivates one to consider a hierarchy 01' storage to exploit this 
locality. As we have seen above, RAIDl has best overall perfhrmance of a11 RAID levels. 
RAIDS, on the other hand, has poor small update performance. This lcads us to consider a hi- 
erarchy of M I D  with a small RAID1 layer and a larger RAIDS layer. 

3.2.2. Issues in hierarchical MID 

There are some issues that need to be addressed by any hierarchical storage system. We now 
present issues that are of significance to adaptive hierarchical RAID. 

Transparency to the user: All the data migrations should be complctcly tmnspalmt to the 
application. This is required as the applications need not be changed to make use of the 
storage. This can be achieved by maintaining a logical-physical translation table. Also this 
translation table should be persistent across reboots. 

Data organization at each level: The organization of data (or data layout) at each level in 
the hierarchy should be specified. For example, the prototype implementation has two lev- 
els of hierarchy, a declustered RAID 1 level and a RAIDS level. 
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Data migrations: When should the data be migrated up (promoted) or down (demoted) the 
hierarchy should be specified. When no free space is available in the target level, some of 
the data in that layer should be demoted to lower level to make room for the data being pro- 
moted. The policy of deciding the victim data is called victimization policy and process of 
demoting it is called victimization. The hierarchical RAID storage should provide reliable 
persistence semantics, i.e. there should be no loss of data in the event of a system failure at 
any point during migrations. 

3.3. Comparison with previous work 

Previous work on adaptive hierarchical RAID such as HP AU~ORAID~ has explored one part of 
the design space, namely, design of configurable storage at the SCSI level with no interaction 
with higher-level layers like volume manager. This-work explores a different design point, 
namely, one that is centered at the volume manager layer. This is important also for the reason 
that with fiber channel disks and SCSI-3, storage area networks (SAN) no longer need a 
conventional controller but a modified version of a controller that is more close to a volume 
manager. 

This work shows that a hierarchy of RAID1 and RAID5 can be employed to exploit the lo- 
cality of reference in the access patterns of typical systems. A prototype of adaptive hierarchi- 
cal RAID has been implemented as a layered device driver on Sun Solaris 2.5.1. The work 
explains the advantages of such an approach over hardware implementation and also the limi- 
tations of a software implementation. An accidental side effect of the design is that implement- 
ing transaction semantics is fairly easy as compared to RAIDS. The experimental results con- 
firm the claim. 
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